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Liverpool University Press, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
This book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker
than this where possible. Brand New Book. This book is about the human desire to experiment with
empire. In the past it was done with real soldiers and expeditions and slaves and trade and misery
and force. In the future it will be done with generation ships and off-world pioneers, robots and
invasion, electronic sheep and people who just don t want to be pushed around any more.
Beginning with a discussion of who `we are (hopefully, the good guys) and who `they are (anyone
who isn t us), this narrative scans the lights of science fiction looking at the places where humans
try to touch a variety of futures. Is SF designed to purge our dark imperialistic fantasies, or is it a
laboratory of mind-experiments: carefully considered trials of political, social and economic
scenarios? Which tomorrow are we more likely to accept - where the blood of empire is red or read ?
Examining such classic SF texts as Lasswitz s Two Planets and Wells The War of the Worlds, this...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the finest book i have got study till now. It usually does not price a lot of. I found out this publication from my i and dad encouraged this book to
understand.
-- Jamil Collins-- Jamil Collins

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna read through once again
again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i have got go through within my personal existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Brian Bauch-- Brian Bauch
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